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Lady Hallucinating on plane RS- 

F1: [Can say whatever you want.] I’m telling you I’m getting the fuck off. 

R1: Sound keep her listening. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to expressing what is wanted, a sound is keeping her listening in some way. 
- The Signals Intelligence Sonar Network is in place globally and is being tested on civilians 

and civilian populations in various scenarios.  
- I outed RS I found indicating this in a video I posted May 17, 2023- Title- Biden's & 

Mayorkas's RS Indicates SONAR #SIGINT, not White Supremacy, Is America's Worst 
Problem. Please go find it on our channel and watch it. The weapons in use are bio-
surveillance acoustic resonance weapons that pulse nanotech in the body. The body is 
wirelessly connected to the 3D Internet control grid. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUBDzdKH5nQ&t=0s 
 

 

 

F2: [I’m getting the fuck off.] 

R2: Fog for movie. 

Interpretation: 

- The female is getting off the plane connected to obfuscation that’s being used for an 
orchestration, or disassociation in some way to an event or to life. 

 

 

F3: [and there’s a reason why I’m getting the] fuck off 

R3: I feel it now. My SERE was drone-net. 

Interpretation: 



- Connected to the reason for getting off is connected to torture training and/or being burned 
and something she is experiencing feeling connected to a drone network. This appears to 
be the #TheCivilianTortureProgram and the global #3D Sonar-Internet of bodies Control 
Grid being brought up. 
 

 

F4: [Believe it or they can not believe it] 

R4: Devil upon the killer, devil. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to what can be believed likely to why she’s getting off the plane is destructive 
behavior and emotions which are being emphasized connected either to a literal killer or to 
making something ineffective, or to permanently deactivating something. It’s almost like 
she’s wishing that destruction onto a killer. I wonder if she’s targeted. She may not even 
know it if she is. I had no idea what was happening to me when I became overtly targeted. 

 

 

F5: [That mother fuck, that mother fucker back there is not real] 

R5: Lord, he runs the wraith lab when your feeling bad. Guff through the meth. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to seeing someone that’s not there in back is foolish talk connected to someone 
in control who’s running a lab connected to seeing a ghostlike image of someone before or 
after death connected to a bad feeling likely that she’s having. Her foolish talk is being 
described as connected to meth (self-medicating to cope?) or perhaps short for method as 
a method being used to use her as a proxy to disrupt and distract in a covert terrorist act on 
a plane? 

- Nonconsensual experimentation does include hallucinogenic tech and trying to terrorize 
targets by suggesting things to frighten them. 

- Again, if she’s being targeted, it’s done remotely. From experience I can tell you that TI’s 
are hit on planes, trains, and in cars all right there next to Joe Q. Public. 

 

 

This next one sounds like an EVP or electronic voice phenomenon.  

F6: [Burn eminent.] 

R6: Eminent burn. 

Interpretation: 



- The EVP could be the result of the sonar net’s Ai being present and indicates a targeting 
event that was about to start or already starting that was from a burning weapon (drone?) 
Targeting involves radiation which slowly cooks tissue and can also cause things to burn, 
and fires to erupt, and melt things. But it slowly cooks human tissue. 

- Example of Ai SIGINT Sonar-net- https://t.me/OurStillSmallVoice/31805?single 
 

 

 

F7: [I don’t even give a fuck about my shit.]  

R7: The shoe run the cuff of a HUMINT.  

Interpretation: 

- Connected to her wanting to run out of there so badly that she doesn’t care about her stuff 
is likely being force-chained to a Stasi HUMINT (Human Intelligence) network. From all the 
other RS in this set, this woman looks to be a TI being terrorized on a plane likely via a 
drone and HUMINT network. So, I would classify this as a terrorist event disrupting this 
flight. The next reversal indicates who it might connect to. 

- Obama RS- Almost every economic measure is being used to program humans & keep a 
Stasi HUMINT network in place in order to sow more decay. They are trying to demo the old 
and force the new shit-hacked mind control tech down everyone's throats before humanity 
knows what hit it. There's no other way for them to remain in control but for a cull & mind 
control tech because they know their asses are grass for what they've done to humanity. 
#IM  44 
https://youtu.be/F8ezsIeSKAs 

- What's OBAMA'S TOTALITARIAN 3D Inet of Bodies #BrainInitiative #Hivenet/#BrainNet- 
https://youtu.be/uL-2_1T1s-U 

 

 

Another female witness on the plane- 

F8: We don’t know exactly what she meant by this. All we know is that she said that he wasn’t 
real. [We also say people are tripping.] 

R8: Need crypt-show beef-Bezos whore you. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to saying people are tripping is needing a crypt-show which could be a crypto 
PR stunt, and/or a hidden death show connected to people who are deeply connected to 
whoring you and/or connected perhaps specifically to Jeff Bezos whoring you. Whoring you 
is going to likely connect to the Ai Whore network (global transhuman cartel syndicate) 
whose hub is in Israel. 

- The Whore metaphor seems to be alluding to the Whore of Babylon who forced a worldview 
on people she conquered. Those not destroyed were subverted. God’s people were 
attacked through governmental persecution and through seduction and idolatry. 



- Here’s RS of an Amazon Van surveilling our house for over 5 days in a row connected to Ai 
punishment hitting me for publishing a reversal indicating a depopulation was being rolled 
out at the heaviest point that I was being tortured as a TI- Starts at 2 mins 50 secs- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x91fgfYe6PI&t=0s 


